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Introduction

These Guidelines have been collated to define a clear corporate identity 
for the Medicines for Malaria Venture (MMV). It provides an insight into its 
motivation, aspirations and commitment to developing and delivering new 
antimalarials to the world’s most vulnerable.

MMV has been going strong since 1999. It started as a two-person operation 
in 2000 and since then has grown into a well established organization,  
a model Product Development Partnership (PDP) with partners in over  
80 countries. All of MMV’s research and development work is coordinated 
from its small headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland. This corporate growth  
is mirrored in similar changes to MMV’s brand over the years. Chapter 4 gives 
you an idea of this evolution. 

MMV’s distinctive brand, as outlined in these guidelines makes us easy 
to spot in a crowd of communication and conveys to the viewer MMV’s 
commitment to its target population and its reputation for quality, tenacity, 
and cutting-edge expertise.   
 
MMV’s staff, partners, donors and stakeholders all know what MMV stands 
for, who we are, how we work and what we are working towards. MMV’s 
brand is a synthesis of this collective knowledge; and how we present our 
identity to the public.

MMV’s identity comprises numerous related elements, mainly to do with 
images and words, symbols and signs: a logo, distinctive colours, a uniform 
font, a mission statement, and images that clearly communicate our guiding 
principles and mission.  
 
It is important that we all follow the guidelines, both within the organisation 
and externally, apply our brand consistently and work to deliver its unspoken 
promise. 

Each one of us at MMV is a brand builder! 
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Mission statement

Medicines for Malaria Venture (MMV) is a non-profit organization created 
to discover, develop and deliver safe, effective and affordable antimalarial 
drugs through effective public private partnerships. Our vision is a world 
in which affordable and effective medicines will cure and protect the millions 
at risk of malaria and help to ultimately eradicate this terrible disease.
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1.1
Description of the brand 
The Medicines for Malaria Venture brand is composed of a logo and 
company name. These two elements are standardized and must not be 
modified. The MMV logo is displayed below. It is recommended that this 
version be used in most instances. 

The logo is unique in that it is justified to the right. In this way, the logo composition has 

an impact on page layout and alignment in all supporting communications material that 

use the logo (see page 1.3).

The icon is composed 

of 3D circles, which 

give character and lend 

a contemporary look 

and feel. The colours 

of the circles cannot be 

changed (see page 1.2). 

The font used is Interstate 

bold (see page 1.13.1). 

Other fonts may not be 

used with this logo.

Download: 

Three files are available, 

according to the size 

required:  
S:\MMV GUIDELIN ES\logos\

screen or print\original\ 

logo_mmv... * 

* This logo is available 

in TIFF, JPG, GIF formats

Note
It is essential to use the files provided by the MMV 

communications department to ensure consistency 

when using this logo.  
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Logo area
This grid illustrates the composition of the MMV brand logo.  
It is based on the value of ‘a’, which serves as a reference for 
subsequent proportions, correct sizing and dimensions.

«Protected Zone» 
There is a protected zone around the logo which is composed of white space and which 

is equal to the value of two squares (2 and 3 a). Please leave this zone free of other gra-

phic elements in order to optimize clarity and visibility of the logo. Using the parameters 

of this pre-defined area is helpful when positioning the logo on a coloured background 

or photograph (see page 1.7).

The value of ‘a’ is found in the adjustment 

of the symbol, in the space between the 

circles and in the width of the name (26a).

Please only use the digital files provided 

when using the MMV logo. Vector files 

(EPS format) as well as JPG files provided 

by the communications department 

will cover most instances of logo 

reproduction.

a
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Measuring the logo
To ensure coherence across all MMV documents, the logo is always 
positioned in one of two places - either at the top right or at the 
bottom right of a page. 

Exceptions  
Layouts that do not allow for the standard logo positioning are, in exceptional circums-

tances, authorised but must have prior approval from the communications department. 

Alignment 
The standard position of the logo helps to clearly demarcate a layout for other graphic 

elements or text.  

The size of the logo should be appropriately 

adjusted to suit communication materials.  

However, it is preferable not to use a size 

smaller than 30 mm wide.

The recommended size of the logo for 

internal documents is 47x14 mm. 

1.3
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Colour specifications  
The MMV logo comprises four core colours. These colours cannot be 
modified. The colours also provide the foundation for related graphic 
elements used in MMV publications and for other communication 
materials.   

Please use «Dark Pink» (PMS 220) as the MMV colour of reference. The embossed 

treatment and shading used in the logo have been developed around this colour.  

1.4

PMS 220

Cyan  0% 

Magenta  100% 

Yellow  18% 

Black  18% 

R 167

G 0

B 95

#990066

PMS 179

Cyan  0% 

Magenta  79% 

Yellow  100% 

Black  0% 

R 234

G 81

B 0

#EA5100

PMS 1905

Cyan  0% 

Magenta  41% 

Yellow  9% 

Black  0% 

R 228

G 176

B 187

#E5AFC3

PMS Black

Cyan  0% 

Magenta  0% 

Yellow  0% 

Black  100% 

R 0

G 0

B 0

#000000

Pantone®

4 colour process

for print

(quadrichromy)

RGB process

for screen

«Web-safe» 

for online 

applications

In most instances, the 

logo will be printed in 4 

colours.

Screen-based colours: 

these colours are for 

electronic media only 

such as PowerPoint, web 

and CD-ROM.  

The «web-safe» 

breakdown is for online 

applications only. 

Four-colour process and 

Pantone® printed material 

may look different in 

some circumstances due 

to the paper on which it 

is printed and the printing 

methods used.   
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1.5
2D version of the logo 
For technical reasons relating to printing and production -  
screen printing, flexography, engraving, embroidery, etc. -  
the logo is also available in a simplified, flat version. 

This version has been created to ensure that the reproduced logo retains its impact  

even when printing techniques cannot preserve the quality of the embossing. 

Download: 

S:\MMV GUIDELINES\logos\print\2D\EPS\classic\logo2D_mmv... *

* This logo is only available in EPS format.

Note
Each version of the logo (see section 1.8) is available 

in colour, or in grey and black only, in order to fulfil 

requirements of the 2D version.  
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1.6
Single colour logo 
Certain printing methods that limit the number of colours to black  
and white require the use of 3 additional versions of the logo. 

It is recommended, where possible, to use the embossed version of the logo.  

2D versions in greyscale or black should only be used when the printing process 

cannot replicate the 3D version. 

Download: 

Files for greyscale logos 

can be found in each 

folder within the MMV 

repertoire:
S:\MMV GUIDELINES\logos  

screen or print\ ...

Note
Each version of the logo (see page 1.8) is available in 

greyscale or black only in order to meet every possible 

reproduction requirement.    
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1.7
Application to backgrounds 
The original MMV logo is intended for use on a white background.  
The bigger the white space around the logo, the greater the impact.  
Preserving this logic optimises logo recognition and brand retention. 

For layouts that require use of images and the logo, some white space should be  

‘freed up’ so that the logo can be placed according to the layout guidelines outlined  

on section 1.3. 

Note
It is important in this case, to follow the guidelines in 

section 1.2 in order to maintain sufficient space around 

the logo.    
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Application to backgrounds (2) 
In exceptional circumstances, the 2D version of the MMV logo can 
be used on a coloured background. However, these cases are rare 
and prior authorisation must be obtained from the communications 
department to do so.   

Download: 

S:\MMV GUIDELINES\logos\Print\2D\ logo2D_mmv...  *

* These logos are only available in EPS format

  Use of white 2D logo on corporate dark warm red-coloured background 

  Use of white 2D logo on corporate dark pink-coloured background  

  Use of white 2D logo on black background

  Restricted use logo in black:
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1.8
Restricted use  
In certain circumstances, the use of the usual logo may not be possible 
due to the limited amount of space available. The logo versions 
illustrated below offer a solution in these cases.  

Download: 

S:\MMV GUIDELINES\logos\Print\2D\special versions  

or

S:\MMV GUIDELINES\logos\Screen\2D\special versions 

• logo_2lines_url

• logo_1line_url

• logo_1line_all

Note
When using these special versions of the logo, it is 

important to use the appropriate files provided by the 

MMV communications department.   

  For a short horizontal space: web logo on one line 

In exceptional circumstances, the MMV website URL can be used as a signature on 

one line.

  Long horizontal space: logo on one line  

This version allows for the full name and logo on one line.  

  For limited space: web logo on two lines 

In exceptional cases, the MMV website URL can be used as a signature when space 

limitations do not allow for the full name of the organisation. Even in this special 

version, justified right alignment and the standard two-line structure is maintained. 
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1.9
Slogans 
MMV is dedicated to reducing the burden of malaria in disease endemic 
countries by discovering, developing and delivering new affordable anti-
malarial drugs through effective public-private partnerships.  
This commitment is reflected in its slogans ‘Curing Malaria Together’ 
and ‘Discover-Develop-Deliver’. 

Curing Malaria Together

Discover - Develop - Deliver
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1.10
Partner brands 
It is important for all documents published by MMV and which feature 
a co-signature, to maintain the position of the MMV logo on the right-
hand side of the page.

Depending on the other logos that are placed together with the MMV logo, visual  

equilibrium should always be maintained when sizing the two elements. There are no 

strict rules for spacing between the different logos, as long as the correct guidelines  

are adhered to.  

Note
It is important, in these circumstances, to follow the 

instructions outlined on page 1.2 on how to maintain 

sufficient space around the graphic elements.   

  Horizontal position of logos at top of page: align with top  

  Horizontal position of logos at foot of page: align with bottom  

  Vertical position of logos at foot of page: align with right  
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1.11
Typography 
The range of typefaces chosen by MMV in developing communication 
materials are standard and cannot be changed. The three fonts shown 
below are the only fonts that may be used. 

Each typeface has a particular usage. It is strongly recommended that all MMV staff and 

suppliers working on communication projects carefully follow the guidelines provided 

below.  

  Brand font

	Interstate	bold
  Primary font

 Helvetica 
  Stationery font

 Arial 
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1.11.1
Brand font 
The MMV brand uses the Interstate bold typeface. This font offers 
a modern design and a strong presence in the logo. It is not used  
in any other context.

Note
It is forbidden to use the logo with any other font when signing on MMV communication 

materials. Use of the dedicated logo files supplied by the communications department is 

compulsory. 

Medicines	for	Malaria	Venture

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS	
TUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz	
0123456789

  Interstate bold
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1.11.2
Primary font 
Helvetica is the official font face for MMV. The simple, timeless design 
and diversity of styles render this font appropriate for use across all 
published communication materials, and a single font provides visual 
cohesion for the brand.  

The styles available in the Helvetica font family are wide-ranging and offer many options 

(condensed, extended, etc.). Maintaining unity of style within the same document is strongly 

recommended; too many font faces can spoil the visual coherence of a document. 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS 
TUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz  
0123456789

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO-
PQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrs-
tuvwxyz  
0123456789

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO-
PQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrs-
tuvwxyz  
0123456789

ABCDEFGHIJKLM-
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrs-
tuvwxyz  
0123456789

Helvetica Ultra Light
Helvetica Thin
Helvetica Light
Helvetica Medium
Helvetica Heavy
Helvetica Black

  Helvetica Roman

  Helvetica bold   Helvetica bold Italic

  Helvetica Italic   Other possibilities
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1.11.3
Stationery font 
Arial has been chosen for use in all internal documents and in traditional 
office programmes (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, etc.). 

Especially conceived to look like the Helvetica font, Arial is available on all computers 

and helps maintain unity of style when creating MMV documents. 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRS 
TUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz  
0123456789

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO-
PQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrs-
tuvwxyz  
0123456789

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO-
PQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstu-
vwxyz  
0123456789

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO-
PQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrs-
tuvwxyz  
0123456789

  Arial Regular

  Arial bold   Arial bold Italic

  Arial Italic 
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1.12
Graphical elements 
In order to create a harmonious ‘look and feel’ across all MMV 
communications, it is necessary to follow strict guidelines and to  
only use the relevant files provided by the communications team.  
 
The following pages detail the key elements that help provide unity 
across all documents published by MMV. 

1. The logo  
Only files provided by the communications department are authorised for use when 

designing communication materials. 

2. The colours 
In addition to the colours of the logo (the MMV brand) – which should be given priority in 

order to ensure coherence and unity (see page 1.12.1) - a complementary colour palette 

is also available. 

3. Photographs 
The photographic style employed by MMV is standardised and outlined in the following 

chapter.  
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1.12.1
Added graphical elements 
To ensure unity of style, MMV documents should be created with the 
use of certain visual elements. Although not obligatory, they help create 
a coherent and recognisable MMV visual style. 

  Coloured tint areas 
‘Dark pink’ is the reference colour for MMV. This shade is present in almost all docu-

ments published by MMV, in the form of a tint. These coloured spaces help differentiate 

content or highlight specific graphical or textual elements. They also add movement to a 

layout. This colour has particular impact when used with white. 

  Curved lines  
Curves are a recurring theme throughout MMV communications. A visual echo of the 

rounded icons of the logo, the curve can be used when creating brochures, displays 

and other support materials. Curves can be used to frame a photograph (Annual Report 

2004, 2005), used with a semi-circle like the logo (Annual Report 2006), within straight 

lines, in text alignment or in a tinted colour to provide visual support in a layout. Even 

though many layouts are based on grids and rectangular blocks, it can be interesting to 

use curved lines in at least one of the key elements of a document page layout. 

  The 3 circles 
The MMV symbol opens up the possibility of working with one or three circles to create 

a recurring graphic element. Circles can be used to support a larger volume of colour, 

copy or other elements. The shape can also be adapted in a cut-out, with gloss varnish 

or subjected to other technical production processes. This range of possibility offers 

much scope and creative freedom. 
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1.12.2
Complementary colour palette 
The colour palette shown below is an example only. 

When creating graphics, we recommend using the warmer colours - this ensures that the 

overall colour palette is harmonious and that reading is not disrupted by the introduction 

of other colours.  

Cyan  0% 
Magenta  11% 
Yellow  45% 
Black  0% 
   
R 254
V 227
B 132

Cyan  0% 
Magenta  30% 
Yellow  100% 
Black  0% 
   
R 255
V 179
B 0

Cyan  0% 
Magenta  51% 
Yellow  100% 
Black  1% 
   
R 252
V 124
B 0

Cyan  0% 
Magenta  70% 
Yellow  95% 
Black  0% 
   
R 235
V 105
B 28

Cyan  0% 
Magenta  28% 
Yellow  100% 
Black  30% 
   
R 193
V 148
B 0

Cyan  0% 
Magenta  27% 
Yellow  100% 
Black  54% 
   
R 125
V 94
B 0

Cyan  0% 
Magenta  70% 
Yellow  100% 
Black  36% 
   
R 152
V 59
B 14

Cyan  27% 
Magenta  88% 
Yellow  85% 
Black  37% 
   
R 115
V 29
B 28

Cyan  9% 
Magenta  24% 
Yellow  41% 
Black  0% 
   
R 228
V 189
B 141

Cyan  13% 
Magenta  100% 
Yellow  15% 
Black  1% 
   
R 194
V 0
B 91

Cyan  30% 
Magenta  95% 
Yellow  71% 
Black  29% 
   
R 122
V 20
B 38

Cyan  48% 
Magenta  100% 
Yellow  0% 
Black  40% 
   
R 80
V 24
B 48
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1.13
Iconography 
The MMV communications style favours photography as a means to 
illustrate its communication materials.  

Most of the images used are photographed by MMV staff. In its images, MMV favours 

people rather than landscapes, for it is people who are at the core of MMV’s mission 

to save the lives of those suffering from malaria. The choice of photography is oriented 

towards images of people from areas where malaria is endemic (notably Africa, but  

also Asia and South America) and are chosen to inspire hope for a positive future.  

MMV avoids images that primarily show suffering or despair. The photographs selected 

for MMV communications also provide stylistic unity across all documents. 

Note
The communications department has an image gallery 

that may be used. Images are rarely purchased; if they 

are, please keep in mind copyright issues, i.e., whether 

royalty free or rights-managed.
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1.14
Electronic Files of the logo  
In order to identify the version of the logo which you wish to use, please 
consult the table below. Click on the box to directly download the file. 

All the files can be downloaded on the MMV server: S:\MMV GUIDELINES\logos\...
S:\MMV GUIDELINES\logos\...

Print use
4-colour 
process

Pantone Black 
& white

Black White

Original TIF • •

2D EPS • • • •

2D White on background EPS •

2D Black EPS •

Special versions

url 1 line TIF • •

2D url 1 line EPS • • • • •

url 2 lines TIF • •

2D url 2 lines EPS • • • • •

Horizontal TIF • •

2D Horizontal EPS • • • • •

Screen and Office tools use
Colours - Black 

& white
- -

Original JPG • •
GIF •

Special versions

url 1 line JPG • •

url 2 lines JPG • •

Horizontal JPG • •




